
On the evening of 20 February 1816 at the Teatro Argentina in Rome,
Gioachino Rossini first staged a comic opera that he had written in the space
of a few weeks, borrowing largely from his previous works, at the time still
unknown to the Roman public (Aureliano in Palmira, Elisabetta, regina
d’Inghilterra, Sigismondo – to mention just a few). As is well known, the first
performance of the Barbiere di Siviglia was one of the greatest fiascos in the
history of opera, about which much has been written and legends have
flourished. Of course, as has often been said, it may have been that the pub-
lic was irritated by the daring of the young and still little-known composer,
who had been bold enough to put to music the same subject that, some
years earlier, had afforded considerable success to the famous Paisiello, who
was still alive and enjoyed the support of a sustained group of aficionados.
However, it is also true that the first performance of the Barbiere, which had
been so hastily prepared, fell victim to an unbelievable number of on-stage
accidents that provoked the audience’s hilarity and compromised irremedi-
ably the opera’s success. Even so, the disastrous premiere did not prevent
the Barbiere di Siviglia from becoming the most popular Italian opera in the-
atres around the world.
In order to understand the reasons behind the opera’s success, which even
today shows no sign of waning, it may be useful to start by looking at the
sources of Rossini’s comic work, which both the composer and the librettist
employed in their own way to create a work that was original and modern,
not only in its musical style, but also in the overall dramatic conception.
Rossini took his plot from a play written in 1775 by Beaumarchais entitled Le
barbier de Séville ou La précaution inutile. This was the first in a trilogy fol-
lowing the story of the same characters at various stages of their lives. At
the time, the play had caused something of a stir as it focused on the dy-
namics of contemporary society, particularly the lively and aggressive under-
takings of the emerging bourgeoisie. When Paisiello had put to music his
opera on the same theme in 1782, he had toned down the social criticism
and the biting force of the comedy, bringing his work back to the tradition
of the Italian opera buffa. Rossini and his librettist, Cesare Sterbini, however,
were operating in a profoundly changed society: after the French Revolution,
the theatre-going public consisted mostly of the middle classes and identi-
fied in exuberant, dynamic characters such as Figaro, or resourceful ones
such as Rosina, so distant from the stereotypes of the comédie larmoyante
with all its innocent, defenceless girls. Rossini and Sterbini were able to cre-
ate human characters and to recover all the realism, irony and satire that had
featured in the original play by Beaumarchais.
There is nothing particularly new about the basic plot of the Barbiere di
Siviglia. It revolves around one character (Rosina) who is subject to the coer-
cive power of another (Don Bartolo), until the former is liberated by a third
character (Figaro) by means of a hoax at the expense of the antagonist. It is
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one of the most common plots, adopted since ancient times in comic
theatre, but in the opera it provides the composer with the opportunity to
create typically farcical situations accompanied by gestural music, similar to
the sheer abstraction of play at its purest form. The static situations deter-
mined by the plot rest on music that emphasises the single gesture: in the fi-
nales of acts, which capture very simple situations, the action is blocked in
long concertati di stupore, and stopping the action in time causes a progres-
sive build-up of energy, both musical and psychological. The characters, who
are reduced to little more than puppets, are overwhelmed by a force that
transcends them in an ordered, geometric and implacable mechanism. In
situations like this, the music enhances both bodily traits and sensorial per-
ception: the noise of the music, the crescendo, the verbal and musical build-
up, the shattered text and the play on onomatopoeia have daring effects
that were disorienting for Rossini’s contemporaries.
Alongside this form of comedy, Rossini cultivates another opposing one. The
Barbiere di Siviglia is not only the devilish and unrealistic concertati, the ab-
surd disguises, or the joyous madness that run throughout the opera; there
are also frequent comic moments involving the characters which imply a pre-
cise psychological definition of the characters themselves, as well as a con-
nection with the social setting in which the action develops. This requires a
realistic musical language, full of feeling, attentive to the psychological nu-
ances and the emotional mobility which are absent from purely farcical com-
edy; a music which is faithful to the rhythm of real life and not confined to a
generic role.
Rossini’s contemporaries were also deeply struck by this clear, essential lan-
guage. From this angle, the Barbiere di Siviglia represented a turning point
for Rossini, who as a result was to follow new paths. The text by Beaumar-
chais had caused an unintentional diversion along the road leading from the
Italiana in Algeri and the Turco in Italia. His characters were integrated into a
well-defined social context; they posed problems and faced real life situ-
ations; they had forced Rossini to seek a credible dimension for his music.
The devilish dynamism, the brilliant themes, the verbal and musical eccen-
tricities were no longer sufficient for someone who had taken it upon him-
self to peer into the depths of human nature. It is for this reason that the
Barbiere di Siviglia has never faded from the repertoire: even at the height of
the Romantic period, when the rest of Rossini’s operas had disappeared from
theatres and the sentiments idealised in his works appeared to belong to a
long-forgotten age, the Barbiere was always considered a modern opera,
capable of speaking to audiences of all ages and from all nations.
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